
How to bleed your radiators
Homeowner guide 

If your radiators are not working correctly, it’s often due to a build up of air or sludge. Our guide is here to 
help you determine the correct next steps to help your heating run correctly and efficiently.

   If your radiators are cool or cold at the top but warm at the bottom, you’ll need to bleed  
  your radiator. Sometimes air can accumulate in radiators during the normal heating system  
  operation. This can cause inadequate circulation, cold spots in your home and boiler faults.

How to bleed your radiators  

• Turn off your heating for around 30 minutes to let the system cool,                                                         
before bleeding your radiators. You will need a radiator key and a towel

• Slightly turn the valve with your radiator key, you should hear air or see                                                
water escaping, which is completely fine

• Once water comes out, turn the valve closed again tightly by hand
• Remember to top up the system pressure for your boiler if needed

For more information, watch our handy video on  

  If your radiators are warm at the top but cool or cold at the bottom, it could indicate a build  
  up of sludge or debris in your radiator. 

How to remove a build up of sludge

In order to sort this problem, you’ll need to have the system flushed by an installer to remove the debris.
To find a local Worcester Bosch Accredited installer, simply use the                          tool on our website. Our 
network of Worcester Bosch Accredited Installers are here to help give you home heating advice and get your 
home heating sorted. Find your local Accredited Installer today.
 
If you haven’t managed to resolve the issue yourself, call us on 0330 123 9559

Disclaimer: For the purposes of this Trouble Shooting Document “content” means all of the information provided by Bosch Thermotechnology to you in whatever form (including, but not limited to, text, diagrams, 
fact sheets and videos). The content is intended to be used as a general guideline and for information purposes only. Whilst Bosch Thermotechnology will endeavour to maintain the accuracy of the content and keep 
the content up to date, the content may not be complete, may contain minor errors, and may not apply accurately to your specific situation. You use the content at your own risk. To the maximum extent permitted by 
law, Bosch Thermotechnology makes no representations, warranties or conditions of any kind, express or implied, as to the content. This includes any suggestion that the content might be of satisfactory quality, it for 
purpose, compatible with your equipment or accurate. Bosch Thermotechnology does not accept liability for any claim, loss, demand or damages of any kind whatsoever (whether such claim, loss, demand or damages 
were foreseeable, known or otherwise) arising out of or in connection with the use of the content and whether arising in tort (including negligence), contract or otherwise. Bosch Thermotechnology will not, under any 
circumstances, be responsible for any losses (direct or indirect) that you suffer using the content, including loss of profits, loss of goodwill, loss of business or indirect, consequential or special losses. If you are in any doubt 
about an issue with your equipment, you should consult an appropriately qualified expert for specific advice. You should never attempt to carry out any activity which may put you or others at risk, or may cause damage to 
your or a third party’s property. Some activities relating to your equipment should only be carried out by a qualified professional.

https://youtu.be/ZyLx3phQPW0
http://www.worcester-bosch.co.uk/products/boilers/find-an-installer#/
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